Each year, around 150 children in Yorkshire are diagnosed with
cancer... can you do a Great Yorkshire Challenge for a Great
Yorkshire Charity and raise £150 to help Candlelighters
support these children and their families?
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In the past year, we supported
all newly diagnosed families
whose principal treatment
centre was Leeds Children's
Hospital
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‘Your support has meant the world to us. Thank you so, so much
for getting in touch – I can’t thank you enough for what
Candlelighters has done. Your support came at the right time.’–
Mum after an initial check-in

Get Sponsored!
Take on a Yorkshire themed challenge and get friends,
family or colleagues to sponsor you! Cycle the Tour De
Yorkshire, walk the distance of the Humber Bridge or
Yorkshire Three Peaks, or even take on a 24-hour
football-a-thon. Sheffield is the home of the first-ever
football team after all!

Organise an Event!
Coordinate a Yorkshire themed quiz, a welly wanging
contest, or a race night! Charge an entry fee and
arrange a small prize for the winners. To ensure you're
following the current government guidance, be sure to
stick to outdoor or virtual events which allow for social
distancing.

Donate!
If you don't feel that you can raise £150, you can
donate £10 instead. A donation of £10 would allow us
to have an initial check-in with a newly diagnosed
family, whilst they are unable to visit us at our family
support centre, The Square.
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Help us to help families like the Browns' whose 4-year-old daughter Hannah relapsed
with Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia in 2019 and had to stay in hospital throughout
lockdown. Hannah's mum said 'We feel it would have been very hard without the
support of Candlelighters and we are extremely fortunate that we can continue
to access to this kind of support'.

North Yorkshire:
Cycle the 380 miles of the Tour de Yorkshire over a week, 2 weeks or a month! Why not get a
team together and see who can finish quickest?
The Moors:
Grab your flat caps, tweed and wellies and do a Yorkshire fancy dress contest with your friends
or colleagues.
Harrogate:
From the home of Yorkshire Tea, how about a tea bag basketball challenge?!
York:
York was once the capital of England- true or false? Host a Yorkshire themed quiz for friends,
family or customers.
Tadcaster:
Yorkshire is home to many beers and ales, host an ale tasting evening with your pals!
Hull:
One for the kids- walk the distance of the Humber Bridge! Challenge yourself to walk the 2.2km
distance of the bridge.
Doncaster:
Hold a race night! Use old footage of races and place your bets on the winner!
Sheffield:
Home to the world's first football team, why not try and complete a 24 hour football-a-thon?
Holmfirth:
Organise a welly wanging contest with your friends or neighbours- who will be able to wang
their welly the furthest?
Leeds:
Cycle the 127 mile distance of the Leeds-Liverpool canal. Do it in a day, a weekend or a week!
The Dales:
Walk the distance of the Yorkshire Three Peaks on your daily walk or climb the heights by going
up and down your stairs.
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